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IIft"RODUC"l"IOIJ*

The causes and consequences of labor litY

belong to the classical topics in labor economics.

'l'here is, first., ·the sue of the ex tent to which

workers to perc ved wage gains associated

wi t.h job mobility. The adapt.abili ty of the labor

market in this has obvious implications

for the at which ial allocation gains

can be realized. It also clear that mobility

between jobs a d.evice through which workers can

improve their economic position; individual wage

and income mobilit.y is presumably t.o a large

extent associated with job mobility. Hence, an

understanding of life-cycle patterns of earnings

may require knowl of mobility over the lifE~

cycle as \'\7ell.

This paper has two interrelated objectives. The

first one is to explore the ro1e of ",.ra ge

gains for mobility decisions. The second aim is t.O

invest the effects of mobility on subsequent

earnings. Do \tJ"Qrkers actual1y gain by or

had ·they done better by not. moving? This format-

ion, in turn, will i11 uminat.e the relationships

between life cyc1e earnings profiles and life

cycle erns of job mobility.

The approach in this paper extends beyond a stan

dard "naive" in mobility studies, where

earnings differentials between stayers and movers

are red by a variable in an ea

ftmction. A tac assumption in this traditiona1

approach that the camputed wage differential

(if positive) measures the stayers from

moving, had they moved. However, the movers and

rs are not selected groups but
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rather self-selecte~, Ulnably on the basis of

perceived benefits associated with the alterna

tives. The earn of movers are, therefore, not

necessarily attributable to stayers, had

moved; nor are the stayers I earnings necessarily

at.tributable to those who actually moved, had

not moved.

Our analysis takes the interdependence between

wage growth and mobili into account; wage

rates are affected mobili ty and the mobility

decision responds to alternative prospective wage

growth rates. The framework we use resul ts in a

model with binary and limited dependent vari

ables. l

THE IIODEL

Assume that the worker's litY decision is

based on a comparison between two prospective earn-

streams, associated "vi th job mobilityand

job s respectively. The worker knows, at.

each point in time, his actual wage and has i

pations about his wage growth. Mobility occurs if

discounted life earnings, net of job transfer

costs, are improved, i.e.,

v . - V . - C. > O
m1. S1. 1.

(1)

where Vv ' l . f t' . (f th . th- mi' si are . 1. ... e lme earn1.ngs or ,e.1.,
individual) related to moving and staying, respee-

vely . The eost of job is denoted C..
l

To simpli the analysis, we assume that the

worker behaves as if his working life were of

infinite length. Each worker is, however, facing a
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]<nown and constarlt deat:l1 risk, å. se, he is

aware of the possibili of involuntary

from the rID. Denote the separation probabi-

Iity by [l and assume thatthe worker treats [l as a

constant. There is, however, little reason to

separation

of the worker's mobility

niori ty rules, VJe would

in a hypothetical new

Ii ties to be

decision7 because of s 

higher layoff-risks

rm than in the current

one. Taking account of posi tive death and layoff

sks, the "total" discount rate is

Prni = r. + 6. + [lmi"~ J.

Psi = r. + 6. + [lsiJ. J.

( 2 )

( 3 )

"."hen r.J.
present

is the conventionai

values of earnings

discoun"t rate. The

for the alternative

options are then

V.InJ. = J w .
O oJ.

exp( p .·t)dtInJ. (4 )

v .sJ. = J
O

w.oJ. exp( .t-p . t) dt
.~ sJ.

( 5)

initial wage rate and are

associated wit.h mobility and

where w is theo
rates of wage

staying, respectively.

The wage growth functions related t.o

staying are given by

Ii and

= X. p + E
J. In
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~ + E •
S Sl

(7)

and, Iikewise, t.he discount rates are ven

p == Ym + 11 mi
(8 )

where 11 ~ N(0,03)' 11 ~ (0'04)m . s

( 9)

Assume, next, that job trans fer costs are propor

tional to prospective income vvi th the current em

ployer, and re1.a·ted to a vector Z of varions per-

sonal and other characteri

C./V . == z.e + u.
l Sl l .1

. 2s, l.e. ,

(10)

Let. I. denote the selection
l

c. - C./V .. The criterion for
l l Sl

I. == ln (v . /V . (l+c. ») --
l ml 81 l

index and

becomes

1et

== - In (p .
fil

) + ln(p .
Sl

.) - In ( 1.+c,) > °
l l

(11 )

vv'hich, a Taylor approx ion around the

means, is rewritten as

._p .) + a
3

c
1
,

Sl
(12)

where al == l/(p -), a
2

== -l/(p -g ) and a
3

~ lm s s

(assnming ci to be small).
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The wage growth equations (6) and ( 7) cannot be

estimated for all individ.uals; is only observed

for those who move, on1y for those who

The conditionaI expectations are

E(g .11.>0):::: X.
- ml l l

( 13)

E(g .11..;;0) ::::
Sl 1

~s + E(€ (14)

Those observed mean wage increases may differ from

the population means if the error terms pertaining

to 'the censored es have non-zero mean . The

approach fol1owed invo1ves finding exp1ic expres

sions for the error terms. Substi·tute, therefore,

• (6 ) - (l O) i n to • (12)

I :::: a
E).
.1 O
1

+ X (a ~ +a ~ )
i l m 2 s

a Q Y
1 mi ro

a Q Y
2 si s

+ a Z 
3 -

(15 )

vålere

+ a E •
2 Sl

a n - a n .+ a u. = w.nl 2 81 3 l l

W. :::: (
1

, Q ., Q ., Z.) and
fil S]. l

-s~ = alE .+ a 2 E • - aln. - aZn .+ a 3 u .•
l ml ~ s 1 ml . s l l

The probabili ty of observin9 a person as mover

accordin9ly

Pr(I.>O) = pr(
l

>s*) :::: F(W /0 )
E*

(16)

where F ( .) is the standardized cumulative normal

density function. Obviously,

Pr(I."O) :::: l - F(.).
1.
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Next, de fine A . and A . as
ffi1 SJ.

A . = - f(vv.n/o * )/F(.)ffil l c: (17)

A . := f(
Sl

(18)

It can be shown that

(01 */0 *)A.-,c: E ml
(19)

E (E . I c::" ;:.
Sl 1

(20)

where 0lE* and 0 2E * are covariance terms. Hence

it turns out. t.hat non-zero covariances may intro

duce sample selection l)ias. I f the error the

uncorrelated \vi th the errorsdecision

in the wage

however, that

ion

equations, no

OLS-estimation and

willoccur. Note,

non-zero covari-

ances will only bias the interc

selection variable is uncorrelated

ables included in the X-vector.

if the relevant.

the va

The estimat \vage ions, conditionaI

on observed ffiobility st.atus, will be

= x.
1

+ ( 21)

g . :=
81

~ + K A . + <; .s S Sl Sl
(22)

where E(<; .11. > O) = O, E(<; . II. ~ O) = O,
IDl 1 Sl l

K := ° /o and K
S

= °2c:*/0c:*m lc:* c:*
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The introduction of t.he variables

/\' and /\Sl' ,m1 ed from the reduced form

probit (16), will result in consistent OLS-estima

tes purged of selection bias (at least if no other

sources of selectivity as exist).

The estimated wage equations yield predict-

ed wage growth rates for each individual,

and i' which can be substi tuted back

into the st_ructural index,

8 - 2~ (23)
l

which, is est le probit. It can be

noted that the parameter vectors Ym' Ys and 8 show

up in the same form in the reduced form index as

in the structural index.

Variab1es and data

'I'he data analyzed are from the Svvedish Level of

Living Surveys of 1968 and 1974. In particular, we

will explore the det.erminants of mobility and wage

growth for ma1e workers between 1968 and 1974.

lvlobility is defined as of employer and

implic ly given by the respondents' reports on

tenure in the 1974 survey. vlorkers \,rlho 1968

as hi ring year both in 1968 and in 1974 were

exc1uded from the e (since change of emp10yer

is uncertain in this case). Workers with uncertain

wage were a1so excltH:led, as were persons

wi th unemployment experiences during the period.

The reason for the la·tter rest ion is t.hat our

framework may not apply to job due to
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"involuntary " unemployment. There is no possibili-

ty of distingui di fferent_ 'types of

ment in the current data set.

The general framework outlined includes fi ve sto

chastic eguations. The two wage growth equations

include a vector of

fied as follows:

anatory variables sp("!ci-

local unemployment rate,

x -- {li8chool ing, li t;:l<[P ,e r'] ence,

liMari tal status,

In initial wage}

2li ( l":vn<='r1 ence)

This corresponds to a standard human capital earn-

function, where log earn are ined

education, work experience and work ex:pE~rJ ence

sguared (and possibly

) 3teristics as well .

some other personal charac

in log earnings will

the human

the local

ion,

of labor

accordingly be related to changes in

capital attributes. We have also added

unemployment rate to the wage chanoe

capturing responses to varying degrees

market tightness.

The of investi ion charact.erized by

ambi tious efforts by the trade unions to reduce

existing wage differentials (the so called wage

policy of solidarity). Simultaneously, a marked

increase in university educated manpower has oc

cured. Those changes may have affected the returns

to schooling and on-the- job training. We take ac

count of this possibility by including the initial

wage level in the wage change equation. It can be

shmvn that this specification amounts to a uniform

proportional change of all paramet.ers of the wage

leve1 equations. See Appendix for details.
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The vector Z, capturing mobility costs, is given

as

2Z = {tenure, (tenure) , age, marital status,

recently moved}

The arguments are bas Ily sel f-explanatory. The

worker's ties with the employer will increase

wi th, first of all, his length of tenure. This is

due to accumu1ated firm-specific human capital,

but also to firm-speci fic ties arising from estab

lished social relations with co-workers. It is

also to be expected that mobility costs are higher

for older workers , for married ones and for per

sons with a substantiai length of residence in the

current 10ca1ity.

The Q-vectors explaining discount rates are speci

fied to include tenure and age variables. In partic

ular , workers with short "tenure are facing higher

layoff risks with their current employer. And old

\vorkers are likely to place more emphasis on re

turns in the near rather than in the distant

future. Hence,

= {age}

Qs {tenure, (tenure)2, age}

A summarizing description of the data is given in

Table 1. It can be observed that movers general ly

tend to be younger, less frequently married and

with shorter lengUl of tenure. The initial wage

level is lower for movers, whereas their rate of

wage growth is higher than the average. In terms

of nominal growth rates per year, movers receive

11.9 percent and stayers 9.4 percent. In real

terms (before taxes) these figures imp1y 5.3 per

cent for movers and 2.8 percent for stayers.
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8amp1e characteristics

All workers ,Job movers Job stayers

Age

Recently moved to
current locality
(= l if the person
moved in 1967 or 1968,
zero otherwise)

L1Schooling

L1Experience

~1arital status
(=1 if married, zero
otherwise)

M1arital status

Tenure

Local unemployment
rate

In initial wage

Real wage increase
per year, percent

Sample size

37

0.09

0.8

5.2

0.73

0.10

9.8

2.1

7.066

3.6

l 047

32

0.14

1.1

4.9

0.55

0.22

5.2

2.1

6.959

5.3

330

40

0.06

0.7

5.3

0.81

0.05

12.0

2.1

7.116

2.8

717

Note: The figures refer to 1968 and to changes between
1968 and 1974. The wage rate is earnings per hour in
Swedish öre. The local unemployment ra·te is the average
for 1970-73 of unemployment rates in regions of co-oper
ating municipa1ities ( "A-regions") . Age, Schooling, Ex
perience and Tenure are measured in years.
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Empirica1 Resu1ts

The first step of the estimation procedure invol-

ves estimating the reduced form probit, as given

by Eq. (16) • The results are set OU"t in the first.

two columns of Table 2. .As spel led out above, the

reduced form includes argument.s of the wage growth

equations as weIl as the equations for mobility

costs and discount rates.

The wage change equations include the initial wage

level among the RHS variables. There is, however,

reason to question the assumption of uncorrelat.ed

ness of the initial wage level with the error

terms of the wage change equations (see Appendix).

\'Ve applied the vvu test as a check. 4 The (log)

ini tial wage level was regressed on a number of

personal characteristics and human capital attri

butes and the residuals were appended as a new

variable to the wage change equation. The coeffi

cients on the residual variables were significantly

different from zero in both wage change equations,

thus indicating possible simultaneous equations

bias.

The estimates presented are, therefore, given

under two alternative assumptions about the error

terms of the wage change equations. First, we

maintained "the hypothesis of uncorrelatedness be

tween errors and RES variables i hence the initial

wage was used as regressor. Secondly, the initia1

wage was treated as endogenous and therefore pre

dicted by a set of instrumental variables.

'l'he reduced form estimates are used to compute

selectivity variables, Ami and

Those are appended to the est

equations. The results are given

"A .,respectively.
Sl .

ing wage change

in Table 3.
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EstiJnated decision equations

Reduced form Structural form

2.129 0.872
(2.415) (0.691)

Constant

( l ) (2 ) ( 3 )

0.474
(3.086)

(4 )

0.090
(0.423)

( 5)

0.057
(0.153)

17.02 14.30 14.67
(2.552) (2.228) (2.010)

-24.86 -20.92 -21.31
(-2.222) (-1.861) (-1.803)

Recently moved to
current locality

0.294
(1.949)

0.274
(1.807)

0.269
(1.809)

0.254
(1.712)

0.256
(1.710)

Tenure -0.113 -0.115 -0.108 -0.110 -0.111
(-7.802) (-8.01l) (-7.583) (-7.587) (-7.569)

0.214 0.225
(5.397) (5.827)

0.211
(5.278)

0.215
(5.364)

0.215
(5.350)

~1arried -0.319 -0.377 -0.347 -0.431 -0.433
(-2.485) (-2.847) (-3.304) (-3.848) (-3.822)

Local unemploy
ment rate

In initial wage

In predicted
initial wage

Age

0.006
(0.116)

-0.207
(-1.620)

0.010
(0.210)

0.119
(0.583)

-0.027
(-2.166)

0.0006
(0.108)

L:.~1arital status

LlSchooling

L:.Experience

0.143 0.113
(1.100) (0.862)

0.045 0.037
(1.454) (1.214)

-0.077 -0.173
(-2.179) (-3.113)

Ll(Experience)2/
l 000

Log likelihood

-0.019
(-0.046)

-543.22

0.002
(1.989)

-542.00 -545.55 -547.66 -547.65

Likelihood ratio 218.51 220.96 213.86 209.64 209.65

Note: Col umn (3) corresponds to wage growth equations estimated by
aLS, columns (4) and (5) to wage growth equations 'Iivi th instrument
ed initial wage on the RRS. Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.
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"1"ab1e 3 Estimated vage growth equations
Dependent variable: ln(1974 Wage) - ln(1968 vvage)

rnovers
(l) ( 2) ( 3 ) (4)

Constant 3.146 2.295 4.872 3.440
(20.73) (10.22) (19.70) (7.177)

lISchooling 0.012 0.006 0.022 0.023
(2.280) (0.904) (2.531) (1.963)

lIExperience 0.014 0.005 0.011 0.006
(2.392) (0.791) (l.208) (0.437)

1I(Experience)2/ -0.236 -0.191 -0.551 -0.483
l 000 (-3.774) (-2.627) (-4.363) (-2.897)

M1arital status 0.008 0.015 0.014 -0.003
(0.382) (0.598) (0.462) (-0.078)

Local unemploy- -0.013 -0.015 -0.013 -0.019
ment rate (-1.720) (-1.657) (-0.890) (-0.992)

In initial wage -0.368 -0.599
(-18.28) (-16.46)

In predicted -0.246 -0.375
initial wage (-8.151) (-5.443)

f... 0.057 0.108s (l.669) (2.735)

f... -0.012 0.085
m (-0.264) (1.351)

R2 0.414 0.190 0.561 0.231

~1SE 0.033 0.045 0.058 0.101

F 71.66 23.74 58.82 13.84

Note: Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.
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The human capital variables have signs consistent

with a priori expectations. Wage rates increase

with in~roved education and increase, at a decreas

ing rate, with years of work experiencei the

negative (and highly significant) sign for the

coefficient of the squared experience variable im

plies lower IlJage growth rates for older workers .

The local unemployment rate shows up with coeffi

cients of expected signs, although with fairly

large standard errors.

Another finding deals with the role of the initial

wage rate. It appears as if initial earnings have

substantiai detrimental effects on wage growth

during this period. This is consist.ent with vari

ous other evidence of a reduction in wage disper-

sion. It is beyond the scope of this paper to

explore the causes beyond this process of wage

equalization. Suffice it here, again, to mention

that significant changes in the supply of universi

ty educated manpower have taken place. And the

importance of the "wage policy of solidarity" ,

pursued by the trade unions in centralized collec

tive bargaining, could hardly be overlooked.

anegativeiis( Note tha t. A
m

implies therefore a negative

'1'0 what extent do the experiences of actual movers

also capture what a random sample of workers would

have earned, had they moved? The evidence on selec

tion bias in the movers' wage equation is inconclu

sive. There is some weak indication of negative

selection bias when ·the predicted initial wage is

used as regressor.

positive coefficient

selection effect.)

The evidence on selection bias is more conelusive

when we turn to the stayers' wage equation. The
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estimated ~ -coefficients are positive in both
s

forms of wage change equations, implying positi ve
"censoring effects (since ~ > O). The implicat.ion

s
is t.hat "those who chose to stay did bett.er as

stayers than \-vhat measurably similar movers would

have done, had they decided not to move.

A selection rule based on comparative advant.age

would suggest that individuals choose mobility

status on the basis of perceived benefits associat

ed with the alternatives. Those actually observed

as movers (stayers) would be precisely those who

are likely to benefit from being movers (stayers).

This leads us to expect positive, rather than

negative, censoring effects.

The comparative advantage story may, however, dis

guise other selection rules of importance for wage

growth. Suppose that aworker I s inherent abili ty

can be revealed by employers only after some ini

tial period of employment. A firm I s decisions on

promotions and specific training will result in

steeper wage paths for those revealed to be more

productivej the employer will try to arrive at a

wage dist.ribution in con formi ty with the produc

tive abilities of the workforce. This process will

involve incen"ti ve schemes that discourage gui t.S

among the more productive workers . Those who are

observed as stayers are likely to be more able and

therefore more firmly attached to the firm. How

ever, they might have been more able even in an

other firm (do better than the movers, had they

decided not to stay). If job mobility to a large

extent occurs because of "poor matching" between

workers and firms, negative selection effects for

movers should be of no surprise.
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In the previous seetions we eompared wage growth

among measurably similar movers and stayers. vie

now ask different questions: Do movers gain by

moving? Or had they done better by not moving?

Analogous questions are of eourse relevant for

stayers.

The measurement of gains from mobil ity requires

that movers are eompared to movers (and stayers to

stayers). The eomputations are straightforward.

The mean eharaeteristies of movers are appplied to

the stayers wage funetion, henee giving a hypothet

ieal wage ehange for movers, had they stayed.

Analogously, the typieal eharaet sties of the

stayers are eonfronted with the movers wage equa

tion, resul ting in a ealeulated wage inerease for

stayers, had they moved. The resul ts are shown in

Table 4.

It is obvious that movers do gain by moving ~ the

yearly wage growth rate is increased by somewhat

above 2 percentage points for job movers, compared

to a situation where they had stayed. ~10vers

appear to gain by moving, but do stayers also gain

by staying? The answer is no ~ stayers forgo wage

gains around 2 percentage points by refusing t"o

rnove, presurnably beeause of substantiai mobility

costs.

Struetural decision ions

The worker I s mobility decision is by assumption

based on a eomparison of two alternative earnings

streams, assoeiated with job mobility and job stay

ing, respeetively. The estimated wage growth equa-

tions

paths

allow us

to eaeh

to irnpute

indidivual.

those al t.ernative wage

Henee, we obtain the
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Actoal and hypothetical real wage growth

rates 1968-74.

Percent per year

Actual wage Wage growth, Wage grovtlt:h,
growth rr~ving staying

All workers 3.6 5.5 2.3

Age 16-29 6.2 8.2 3.8

Age 30-49 2.5 4.5 1.7

Age 50- 1.9 3.4 1.4

Movers 5.3 ( 6 . 7 ) 3.0

Stayers 2.8 4.9 ( 2 • O)

Note: Figures in parentheses showestimated mean
wage increases for workers with observed characteris
tics identical to those of actua1 movers and actua1
stayers, respectively. The di fferences between those
estimates and actual mean wage growth rates for the
two groups are dueto the censoring effects. The
estimates in column (2) and column (4) of Table 3
have been used.
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estimable structural decision equation. The re

sults are displayed in 'the last three col umns of

Table 2.

Of special interest here to see whether workers

respond to their potential wage gains. .As is shown

in the table, the coefficients for and have

the expected signs and wit:h (absolute) t-values

around 2. An increase in gm by l percent.age point
implies an increase in the probabili ty of moving

by 0.05 (Table 5). Likewise, an increase in gs by

l percentage point will reduce the mobility proba

bility by 0.07. Job mobility decisions are clearly

affected by prospective wage gains.

Among other resul ts, we observe that length of

tenure is a highly significant determinant of job

mobility. More surprising is the insignifieanee of

the age-eoefficient in the structural probit. Age

is (inversely) eorrelated with mobility gains (see

Table 4), which partly may exp1ain this anomalous

resul t. Finally, we can note that married workers

have mueh lower probabilities of moving than those

who are not married.

It is noteworthy that t.he average discount rates,

Pm and P , are exactly identified in the mode1.
s

The estimates taken together with (12) imp1y

that

al = l/(p -g ) = 14.298m m

a 2 = -l/(~ -~ ) = -20.919s s

Estimates of and g are·s
Using the values for the

given

typical

in Table

worker,

4.

we
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Changes in job mobi1ity probabi1ities

due to changes in the detenninants of

job mobi1ity

L'lF{.) L'lF{.)jF{.)

A

Increase in g
by l percenta~e point 0.048 0.171

A

Increase in g
by l percentalje point -0.071 -0.249

Increase in
tenure by l year
( tenure = O) -0.037 -0.131

Increase in
tenure by 1 year
(tenure = 10) -0.023 -0.081

Change in marital
status -0.146 -0.514

Recently moved to
current locality 0.086 0.303

Nate: The partiaI derivative of the probit
mode1 is calcu1ated for values of the normal
density, corresponding to the mean value of
the probit index, Le., f{.) = f(1),
F{.) = F{I). The estimates in co1umn (4) of
Table 2 have been used.
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and Ps = 0.071. As noted above,

reason to expect the two di scount

rates to be equal. The findingthat Pm is greater

than Pe is consistent with the conjecture that the
.::>

average worker expects higher 1ayoff-risks in the

hypothetica1 new firrn than in the current one.

This is a qui te reasonab1e imp1ication, since a

change of emp10yer invo1ves loss of seniority

rights.

es to tax s

\Je have so far said nothing explicit about the

role of progressive taxes for mobility dec isions.

Indeed, it is reasonable t.o expect that workers

care about the net benefit.s assoeiated with job

mobility. Let us therefore il1ustrate the impaet

of tax ehanges by introdueing a particular parame

terization of the tax system. Let iiv denote dispos-
n

able ineome and assume that ineome after tax is

an iso-elastic function of pre-tax income, i.e.,

lnHn = E1nVl (24)

where E = dlni-Jn/dlnw shows the percentage inerease

in net income resul ting from an increase in gross

ineorne by one percent • It

E = (l-m)/(l-t), where ro is

average tax rate. A lower

is easily shovm that.

the marginal and t the

value of E eorresponds

to a more progressive tax system; the Lorenz curve

will be shifted towards the origin with decreasing

5valnes of E.

Now, assume that workers foeus on net earnings;

hence, they will compare

v* = \J /(p -g*)
m on m ro

(25)
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with

(26)

where g~ and g~ are real wage growth rates after

taxes, i.e., g~ = gmEm and g~ = gsE s · If Em
i"t is straigthfonvard to see that the structural

decision equation will be

( 27)

instead of (12). rrhe relationship between the

estimates in (12) and (27) will be

vve just have to divide our estimated coefficients

from (l2) by the tax elasticity to obtain estima

tes of responses to increases in real wage growth

rates net of taxes. Likewise, we can easily com

pute mobility responses to changes in the progres

sivity of the tax system. We have

(28)

It is of some interestto note that {28} has no

presumtive sign; it may be positive, as intuition

would suggest, but a negative sign cannot be ruled

out. The reason for this ambiguity lies in the

fact that lower progress i vi ty increases Ii fe time

earnings related "to bo"th moving and staying.

Given our estimates of the relevant parameters

(al' a 2 , gm' gs) we can conclude that the mobility
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response to a lower progressivity will be positive

in Sweden. We have

01 = 0.306(1/E) > OoE

The magnitude of this effect is, howeveI' , rather

small. A decrease in E, from, say, 0.75 to 0.65,

would decrease the mobility rate for this period

by somewhat more than one percentage point. Again,

it should be emphasized that those exercises are

based on a parameterization of the tax system 'that

involves approximations of reality. In a more ambi

tious treatment of progresive taxes, one might

wan't to make the tax elastici ty endogenous . Such

an approach, howeveI' , is beyond the scope of this

paper.
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COJfCLUSIOWS

We have analysed the determinants and consequences

of individual mobility behavior in the Swedish

labor marke-t. Since workers are likelyto move in

response to their potential wage gains, there is a

tvvo-way causaIity between mobility and wage

growth. The econometric procedures utilized in

this paper take this interdependence into account.

The results of the empirical analyses indicate

that actual job movers obtain around 2 percentage

points higher real wage growth compared to a situa

tion where they had decided not to move. Tt is

also interesting to see that potential mobility

gains are decreasing over -the Ii fe cycle, thus

providing one piece of an economic interpretation

of observed life cycle patterns of mobility and

earnings. The traditional human capital explana

tion of life cycle earnings profiles appear to

need an extension t.O account~ for mobility behavior

over the life cycle (and gains associated

with this mobility).

Population heterogeniety is likely to interfere

with unbiased estimates of the returns to individu

al job changes. We find evidence of positive self

selection for stayers; a random group of workers

will experience lower wage growth rates as stayers

than what actual stayers ob1:ained. The evidence on

self-selection is less conclusive for movers, al

though the "preferred equation" provides some weak

evidence of negative self-selection.

An interesting consequence of the adopted proce

dure is the possibility of estimating structural

decision equations, where hypothetical wage growth
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rates enter as arguments. vve find that workers

respond to their "opportuni ty wages" in the ex

pected direction.

A number of issues have been left out of focus in

the present paper. For exarnple,the treatment of

taxes has been illustrat.ive rather than thorough.

The interrelationships between mobilityand labor

supply decisions have also been ignored; we have

throughout the paper implicitly assumed hours

worked t.O be xed. In future research, it would

be of interes·t to deal with those dec isions in a

uni fied theoretical and econometric framework . Fi

nally, it would be desirable to view mobility

decisions in a household perspective; the presenee

of various family ties are clearly of importance

for inter-local job changes.
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APPENDIX. OB' WAGE LEVEL MI]) WAGE CBABGE EQUATIOB'S

The point of departure for t.he analys is of wage

growth is ·the ~1incer-type of cross-sectional wage

equations, with arguments such as schooling (S),

experience (EXP) and possibly other personal char

acteristics explaining wage levels at each point.

in time. .Assume that the following specificat.ions

are valid for the years t and t-k,

(A.l )

(A. 2)

where EXPSQ is experience squared. The wage change

equation is given by

(A. 3)

It is clear from (A. 3) that levels of human capi

tal variables belong to a. wage change equation

only if there are reasons to believe that the

coefficients have changed over time. The Swedish

setting provides an example where the possibilit~y

of such effects should be recognized.

Estimation of a wage change equation including the

initial levels of all human capital attributes

will certainly invol ve mul ticollinearity problems.

However, a convenient restriction can be imposed

by replacing the initial values of the human capi

tal variables with the lagged wage level. This
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restriction implies that all coefficients are

forced to change in the same proportion, to the

ext.ent ·that there is some change at all. Assume

that the following constraints are imposed on the

schooling and experience coefficients,

al - ~l -- o~l' i.e., al = ~l (0+1)

a - ~2 = 0~2' i. e. , a
2

= ~2(0+l)2

a 3
- ~3 = 0~3' i.e., a 3 = ~3(0+l)

(A. 4)

(A. 5)

(A. 6)

where o is a factor of proportionality, equal to

zero if no change of the parameters take place.

Substit.uting (A.4) - (A.6) into (A.3) yields

(A. 7)

o~lSit-k + o~2EXPit_k + o~3EXPSQit_k + E it - E it- k

From (A.2) we have

(A. 8)

it-k

~'1ultiplying both sides by o and substituting in

(A.7) gives

+ a2~EXP. + a3~EXPSQ.
l l.

(A. 9)

and hence the proportional shi f t factor, o, will

show up as the coefficient for the lagged wage
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level. It is clear that Ö < O implies a reduction

(in absolute value) of all coefficients.

The presence of a l dependent variable intro

duces some estimation problems, since the compos

ite error term i (A.9) generally will be correlat

ed with the lagged wage rate. However, if the sto

chastic errors in the wage level equations are

autocorrelated,

(A.lO)

i t holds that € i t-k drops out if P = l + ö. Thus,

the consistency of OLS in this context requires

that the st.ochas·tic errors in the wage level equa

tions follow a particular autocorrelation struc

ture. In the general case OLS will produce inconsis

tent estirnates and an appropriate estimation proce

dure requires instrumenting the lagged wage rate.

The validity of the specification of the wage

change equation in (A.9) is of course conditionaI

on the appropriateness of the specified wage level

equations and on the realism of t.he uniform shift.s

of the coefficients. A simple check of the latter

issue is displayed in Table Al, giving estimated

wage level equations for men in the panel we

study. A clear pattern is that all coefficient.s

are numerically smaller in 1974, with a mean ratio

slightly above 0.5, implying an average factor of

proportionality, ö, sornewhat below 0.5. The pat.

tern of uniform coefficient reductions is rather

striking; the restrictions implied by (A.9) thus

seem to be roughly supported by the data and will

therefore be adhered to in the estimations of wage

change equations.
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EstllE.tec1 wage 1eve1 equat.ions for men, 1968 and 1974

1968 1974 Ratio between
coefficients

(1) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (4) (3)/(1) (4)/(2)

Constant 5.846 5.766 6.822 6.793
(151.1) (140.6) (168.8) (160.4)

Schoo1ing 0.077 0.081 0.051 0.052 0.66 0.64
(25.17) (25.72) (22.59) (22.32)

Experience 0.042 0.043 0.021 0.021 0.50 0.49
(15.24) (15.30) (8.998) (9.172)

(Experience)2/ -0.751 -0.733 -0.323 -0.327 0.43 0.45
l 000 (-12.71) (-12.55) (-7.862) (-7.997)

Harita1 status 0.141 0.134 0.070 0.070 0.50 0.52
(6.482) (6.156) (5.030) (4.004)

R2 0.465 0.471 0.334 0.336

Sample size 1231 1233 1192 1192

Note: Eqs. (l) and (3) use reported val ues of experience, whereas (2)
and (4) use values of experience calculated as EXP = AGE - S - 7.
Workers with unemp10yment experiences 1968-74 are not exc 1uded in the
samples.
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